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QUESTION 1

You need to deploy additional dependencies to all of a Cloud Dataproc cluster at startup using an existing initialization
action. Company security policies require that Cloud Dataproc nodes do not have access to the Internet so public
initialization actions cannot fetch resources. What should you do? 

A. Deploy the Cloud SQL Proxy on the Cloud Dataproc master 

B. Use an SSH tunnel to give the Cloud Dataproc cluster access to the Internet 

C. Copy all dependencies to a Cloud Storage bucket within your VPC security perimeter 

D. Use Resource Manager to add the service account used by the Cloud Dataproc cluster to the Network User role 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following IAM roles does your Compute Engine account require to be able to run pipeline jobs? 

A. dataflow.worker 

B. dataflow.compute 

C. dataflow.developer 

D. dataflow.viewer 

Correct Answer: A 

The dataflow.worker role provides the permissions necessary for a Compute Engine service account to execute work
units for a Dataflow pipeline Reference: https://cloud.google.com/dataflow/access-control 

 

QUESTION 3

Your company is in a highly regulated industry. One of your requirements is to ensure individual users have access only
to the minimum amount of information required to do their jobs. You want to enforce this requirement with Google
BigQuery. Which three approaches can you take? (Choose three.) 

A. Disable writes to certain tables. 

B. Restrict access to tables by role. 

C. Ensure that the data is encrypted at all times. 

D. Restrict BigQuery API access to approved users. 

E. Segregate data across multiple tables or databases. 
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F. Use Google Stackdriver Audit Logging to determine policy violations. 

Correct Answer: BDF 

 

QUESTION 4

Your company has recently grown rapidly and now ingesting data at a significantly higher rate than it was previously.
You manage the daily batch MapReduce analytics jobs in Apache Hadoop. However, the recent increase in data has
meant the batch jobs are falling behind. You were asked to recommend ways the development team could increase the
responsiveness of the analytics without increasing costs. What should you recommend they do? 

A. Rewrite the job in Pig. 

B. Rewrite the job in Apache Spark. 

C. Increase the size of the Hadoop cluster. 

D. Decrease the size of the Hadoop cluster but also rewrite the job in Hive. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You are operating a streaming Cloud Dataflow pipeline. Your engineers have a new version of the pipeline with a
different windowing algorithm and triggering strategy. You want to update the running pipeline with the new version. You
want to ensure that no data is lost during the update. What should you do? 

A. Update the Cloud Dataflow pipeline inflight by passing the --update option with the --jobName set to the existing job
name 

B. Update the Cloud Dataflow pipeline inflight by passing the --update option with the --jobName set to a new unique job
name 

C. Stop the Cloud Dataflow pipeline with the Cancel option. Create a new Cloud Dataflow job with the updated code 

D. Stop the Cloud Dataflow pipeline with the Drain option. Create a new Cloud Dataflow job with the updated code 

Correct Answer: D 
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